China Dolls

Inspired by true events, China Dolls shines a light on the world's ongoing problem of human trafficking that so many women and children are forced into today. Sound track seems to be dubbed.

The Fields of Mudan, 20 minutes

A small child is sold to a madam by her mother who is desperate for money. The child survives her hellish life by dreaming of her mother's promise to some day take her away to America.

Human Trafficking, 3 hours, Lifetime TV mini-series

Hopeful young women find themselves caught in a trafficking ring with no hope of escape. This is a tough, uncompromising drama about the brutal realities faced by enslaved women and children.

Lives for Sale, 58 minutes, a production of Maryknoll and Lightfoot Films

Documentary, Study Guide, and Supplementary Resources.
While politicians, activists, and the media wrestle with the thorny issue of immigration, Lives for Sale exposes the painful, rarely seen human side of illegal immigration—especially the growing black market trade in human beings. The documentary also looks at some practical alternatives to these tragic realities.

Look Beneath the Surface, 26 minutes

This is a good introduction the reality of human trafficking. Actual victims tell their stories.

Stolen Childhoods, 87 minutes.

A documentary by Len Morris and Robin Romano reveals the prevalence of child labor all over the world, including the United States.
**Sugar Babies, 95 minutes**

While exposing the slavers who continue to profit from the lives of others, this documentary explores the lives of the descendants of the first Africans who were delivered to Hispaniola. These people continue to be trafficked to work as slaves in sugar cane fields.

**Trade, 120 minutes**

When his thirteen year old sister is kidnapped by sex traffickers in Mexico, seventeen year old Jorge sets off to rescue her. The story parallels Adreana's journey with her captors and Jorge's efforts to find her. An unexpected ally in the person of Ray, a Texas cop, helps Jorge in his quest. Rough language

**Child Brides: Stolen Lives, DVD, 56 minutes**

This program tells of forced marriages, the harm caused to the very young and the need for education. This DVD comes with a study guide.

**No One Would Tell, DVD, based on a true story**

A sixteen year old girl becomes involved in a "fairytale" relationship with a senior boy who quickly becomes controlling and physically and emotionally abusive. Though she can see the warning signs in other relationships, Carry fails to admit them in her own.

**Guide to Fair Trade, Guide to Ending Sweat Shops, class set 10 copies**

Both these magazines offer basic information about their titles and give suggestions of ways to take action.

**Rebuilding Lives: An Introduction to Promising Practices in the Rehabilitation of Freed Slaves, by Free the Slaves.org**

Booklet discusses fair trade. Contains a discussion guide.